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Background

As our users are using visual editor (VE), wikitext editor (WTE), and sometimes 
both, the team felt the drastic paradigm shift between the editors was not only 

distracting and did not offer benefits for users of one or both editors, but also did 
not follow the best design practices, namely that of visual consistency.



Current VE1 Current WTE2



Background
The creation of the new wikitext editor (NWTE) had 3 main goals:

1) Create a more seamless and consistent visual transition between WTE and VE
a) Reduce cognitive load on newer editors who started editing with VE and 

happen upon NWTE

2) Retain all WTE functionality so current users do not experience feature loss

3) Allow newer editors who start editing with NWTE to have access to familiar what 
you see is what you get (WYSIWYG) controls while being able to utilize the 
wider editing functionalities possible with using wikitext mode



Research Questions
● How do both newer and experienced editors feel about the NWTE experience?

● Can all participants complete common editing tasks (edit text, format text, add 
links, add citations, save edits) correctly in NWTE without significant confusion 
or hardship?

● Are editing actions and switching between NWTE and VE intuitive?

● Do editors have any feedback if this editing set-up were to be live? Are there 
any essential elements editors feel are missing or existing elements that could 
be improved?



Research Questions (related)

● Further regarding switching editors; did users notice cursor positioning on 
pages while switching, and how do they react in regard to whether their edits 
are preserved or not?

● How do users feel about the link inspector functionality?

● Do editors tend to default towards VE controls or WTE ‘code’ to perform editing 
tasks?

● What do ‘Save Changes’ and ‘Publish Changes’ mean to users in the wiki 
context?



What was tested

‘Wombat’ test page 
on visualeditor-test 
wiki.3



What was tested

NWTE on 
visualeditor-test 
wiki.4



What was tested

Link inspector on 
visualeditor-test 
wiki.5



What was tested

‘Save changes’ on 
visualeditor-test 
wiki.6



● NWTE hosted on visualeditor-test wiki
● 5 moderated research sessions
● 5 Participants

○ 4 men, 1 woman
○ 4 more experienced editors, 1 

newer editor
○ 2 WTE editors, 2 VE users, 1 uses 

both regularly
○ 3 US, 1 Uruguay, 1 Scotland

● Research protocol
○ Discuss participants’ involvement 

on the wikis and preferred current 
editor

○ Complete common editing tasks 
using NWTE

○ Further probe regarding link 
inspector functionality and ‘save 
changes’ wording

About the testing



Editing Tasks on NWTE

Findings &
Recommendations



What does ‘Edit source’ mean?

After clicking ‘Edit source’, 
all participants expect to 

see either the current WTE 
or some slightly altered 

version of it.7



Initial reactions to NWTE

2 participants like 
the removal of the 
edit boxes that are 
present on current 

WTE8

1 participant 
indicates an 
immediate 

preference for 
NWTE to WTE 

“i like this. this is a mix of the 
code and the more [visually] rich 

interface.”



Initial reactions to NWTE

1 participant 
doesn’t pinpoint 
any differences 

between NWTE + 
WTE.

2 participants 
don’t indicate a 

strong preference 
for NWTE or WTE.

2 participants 
indicate a 

preference either 
for VE or WTE.

“i'm not used to working with this 
type of editor. I could adapt, but if 

i can use the [visual] editor i 
would use that”

“for me personally, i don't like 
[that NWTE looks like an offline 
word processor]. perhaps for 

someone who has just started 
editing, it’s a good thing”



Findings;Text Formatting

4 of 5 participants default 
to using wikicode to edit 
first...

...but realize that using the 
menu functions work for 
them as well.

“quicker” to do formatting with 
menu controls

“intuitive” to use formatting 
button

“If i can do both [wikicode and 
menu buttons] at once, that’s 

pretty cool”

“helpful”, particularly when doing 
text formatting combinations or 

when an OS renders 
apostrophes differently1



Findings;Text Formatting

5 of 5 participants complete 
task without major concern.



Findings; Internal link

5 of 5 participants complete 
task without major concern.

1 participant comes away 
with more understanding of 
wikicode from completing 

this task.



Findings; Internal link

1 participant has an 
expectation of an 

‘undo’ functionality 
with menu buttons.

1 participant added 
double sets of 

brackets during an 
attempt to remove 

the link.9

The only way to undo adding a 
wikilink is to manually delete 

the inserted brackets.



Recommendation

With the help of designers and design guidelines, answer 
whether this sufficiently violates UI consistency.

Determine whether the ability to quickly ‘undo’ or ‘return’ 
should be applied to the wikilinking functionality and 

other similar functionalities.



Findings; Citation

5 of 5 participants complete 
task without major concern.

3 of 5 participants went for the menu bar icon first.

2 of 5 participants completed the task with wikicode first.



Findings; External link

5 of 5 participants complete 
task without major concern.

4 of 5 participants default to completing task in wikicode; 
the remaining participant completed the task smoothly.



Findings; External link

When exploring the link icon to 
complete the same task, the same 

4 felt there was no way to add 
display text in NWTE without 

typing it in manually after the fact.



Recommendation

The smoothest way to add an external link with display 
text is to add in said text, highlight, and add the external 

link.

However, this does not necessarily seem to be an 
intuitive workflow. See External link (VE) findings on 

slides 28-31 for further information.



Findings; Switching editors

5 of 5 participants complete 
task without major concern.



Findings; Switching editors

4 of 5 participants had not 
seen this icon before, but 
didn’t have trouble finding 

it.10



Findings; Switching editors

1 participant verbalized a 
desire to save changes first 

before switching.

The participant remembered seeing a warning dialog in 
a similar context before in past editing experience that 

‘all changes would be lost’.



Recommendation

There already are blue indicator dots to help users 
understand the link and cite icons. A dot could be added 

under the pencil (VE) or brackets (WTE) icon to inform 
users of their meanings and also to reassure them that 

changes will be retained while switching between 
editors.



Findings; External link (VE)

All 4 had issues doing so.

The same 4 participants who puzzled over how to add 
display text with an external link using the menu icon in 

NWTE tried to replicate/complete the task in VE.



Findings; External link (VE)

1 gave up trying.

1 tries the Link and  Insert 
buttons, muses about wanting 
to switch back to WTE to add 

the display text, before 
remembering ability to edit a 

link label WYSIWYG-style.

2 edit existing external links’ 
display text smoothly, but 
cannot easily replicate the 

workflow of adding an 
external link with display 

text.

“there needs to be an 
easier way”

“unnecessarily 
confusing [...] seems 
backwards to me”

“[trying to add display 
text] was quite 
uncomfortable”



Findings; External link (VE)

3 of 4 participants were baffled by the ‘add label’ 
button.

3 of 4 participants want the addition of an ‘add display 
text’ field, or a way that makes clear how to add the 
text label in-line in all scenarios. The 4th participant 
suggests a more vague simple (currently in VE) and 

complex mode for the link inspector.



Recommendation
The way the add label button appears currently in the workflow is thoroughly unintuitive, 

as is the workflow of typing in display text first, highlighting, then adding the link.

In some scenarios, typing in the display text in-line is not possible (i.e. when an external 
link is first added and it is displayed as [1].

Potential directions:
1) Add a display text field in the inspector1 and consider the need for a simple/complex 

division for link inspector2.
2) Consult with engineers to allow adding linked text even in the [1] scenario mentioned 

above, and consult with designers to make this functionality more visually apparent 
and intuitive.



Findings; Save vs Publish changes

4 of 5 participants agreed 
that ‘publish changes’ 

meant that it was final; that 
“everyone will see this 
version”. The 5th felt 

save/publish were 
comparable.11

�



Findings; Save vs Publish changes

Participant thoughts

“honestly first time i [hit 
save changes], i was 

surprised my changes 
were already there”

“publish changes 
makes it clear. [it] 

makes more sense”

“change if it is common 
for [sites to use 

‘publish’ in similar 
contexts]”

“[publish] is a word that 
isn't easily translatable 

to all languages”

“people might get 
confused by word 

publish. might think it's 
a magazine or book.”



Recommendation

This issue is worth some further exploration, particularly into 
the cons of difficult translation and the potential for confusing 

the wikis with other media.

However, the immediacy and finality of the current ‘Save’ 
action appears better represented by ‘Publish changes’. Test 

deployments on selected wikis could validate or surface 
glaring objections to this potential change.



Wrap-up reactions to NWTE

A quote from each 
participant

“i would prefer this NWTE to current one. 
just because it gives me additional 

options. i can treat it exactly like usual 
WTE, so i don't lose anything, but have 
additional VE-like features… still have 

keyboard shortcuts. it's really so similar to 
existing WTE with a couple extra 

features.”

“less intimidating […] 
more intuitive than i 

thought”

“i have no problems 
with [making NWTE 
live]. i'm happy with 

this. this is pretty good. 
everything’s there, just 

looks different.”

“it is nice to have the 
same bar in both 

modes. not like when 
you change modes, it's 

a totally different 
page.”

“think it’s an 
improvement”



Wrap-up reactions to NWTE

But the overall positivity 
was not without some 

reservation...

“maybe [NWTE is] the 
worst of both worlds 

though: it's neither fish 
nor fowl since it 

displays some raw and 
confusing wikicode”

“can be quite 
frightening to people 
who've never used 

before”



Recommendation

The positive comments directly address the goals initially set 
out for NWTE.

The reservations, though valid, are difficult to avoid when the 
source editor will be retained in general and the potential for 

newer editors to come across it exists.

Overall, the NWTE achieves its goals. The release of NWTE to 
initial beta for experienced users can be implemented.



Additional Recommendations



User Recommendations

Elements / Functionalities
(+1 indicates that the suggestion was seconded)

● Add text ‘Link’ to link button (similarly to ‘Cite’ on cite button)
● Date field in manual citation form should surface a calendar pop-up for date selection, 

allows for standardized format
● Access date field in manual citation form should be auto-generated to current date +1
● Save action a la Microsoft Word or similar, so edits can be quickly saved and editing can 

immediately resume
● Make page preview an icon or otherwise standalone, not buried in save changes 

window



User Recommendations

Consistency

● ‘Save’, check marks, ‘done’, ‘insert’, etc. More consistency in terms of language, 
appearance, and presence of these change-actualizing buttons

● Save changes window has a ‘Resume Editing’ button; should be replaced with ‘cancel’ or 
an ‘x’ or simply a window that users can click off of to exit

● Pop-up window for Cite is attached to the cursor location, the manual Cite pop-up is in 
the center of the page. All pop-ups to be centered on page for consistency

● Allow for more common keyboard shortcuts (e.g. Ctrl+Shift+E to open the editor) across editors



Miscellaneous / Related
User Recommendations

● Make ‘save changes’ button still more obvious, especially on VE
● On VE, introduce carriage return; currently can’t press enter to save or tab over to 

the save changes button to save
● Add bracket matching for WTE
● Expire the ‘Your edit was saved.’ pop-up box after a certain number of edits



Researcher Observations
1. Page jumping

a. After adding a link or citation, the page jumps back to the top in some browsers 
(safari, not chrome, etc.)

b. Switching from NWTE to VE usually put users on the bottom of the page
2. Edit issues around switching

a. Make unsaved edits in NWTE, switch to VE, switch back to NWTE, then click ‘Read’ 
to get back to article; there is no dialog to ask users if they want to save/discard 
edits

b. Edits made in VE, after switching back to NWTE, are saved but the ‘Save changes 
button is grayed out in NWTE mode

3. Dialog ‘Are you sure you want to switch to [X] editor?’ occurred during testing
4. Confusion noted around which formatting options were activated (double-clicking for 

visual confirmation)



Researcher Recommendations
1. Place users where their edit/cursor was when adding link/citation or switching editor
2. Confirm logic of these potential workflows are corrected before proceeding
3. Clarify reasonable purpose for dialog if it is meant to occur, otherwise remove
4. Determine if there is a way to keep the bold or italics active state indicators apparent in 

the formatting dropdown even without continuation

Immediately after formatting 

selection (with continuation)12
Highlighted after the fact 

(without continuation)13
Highlighted after the fact 

(without continuation), ex. 214



The tl;dr 
takeaway

CC-by-SA 4.0 - Zachary McCune

The NWTE successfully achieves more visual 
consistency across editors, retains existing WTE 
functionalities, and allows newer editors an 
opportunity to use familiar tools and learn 
elements of wikicode. Recommendation is to 
implement the NWTE initial beta for 
experienced users.

The link inspector requires further evaluation 
and refinement around link display text for 
external links.

‘Publish changes’ has a more appropriate 
connotation for users, but potential drawbacks 
like translatability that need to be evaluated.



Resources

CC-by-SA 4.0 - Zachary McCune

General
● NWTE research plan draft
● Save/publish research plan draft
● Participant recruiting Spreadsheet
● Wombat test wiki page

Participant* Videos
● P1
● P5

* list shows only participants who did not limit sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/105B4Q7C49vWumEyK6VoOmCxNu3cjvE_yT5zpjVtjBTI/edit#heading=h.azwz6m8b5uix
https://docs.google.com/document/d/105B4Q7C49vWumEyK6VoOmCxNu3cjvE_yT5zpjVtjBTI/edit#heading=h.azwz6m8b5uix
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MKtoMScKrDAqS--vfdlomdlenx7MvYJiqIxc4TXtm4I/edit#heading=h.azwz6m8b5uix
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MKtoMScKrDAqS--vfdlomdlenx7MvYJiqIxc4TXtm4I/edit#heading=h.azwz6m8b5uix
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Zj6TXdxeuWEbgHwGAs_5QOHq-1GQTq8Lld_ggZpdI70/edit#gid=123664003
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Zj6TXdxeuWEbgHwGAs_5QOHq-1GQTq8Lld_ggZpdI70/edit#gid=123664003
http://visualeditor-test.wmflabs.org/wiki/Wombat
http://visualeditor-test.wmflabs.org/wiki/Wombat
http://youtu.be/chudnOdMr3k
http://youtu.be/chudnOdMr3k
http://youtu.be/pJj5jbdLQxA
http://youtu.be/pJj5jbdLQxA
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